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Ice accumulation is of interest in fields such as elec-
trical power generation and transportation, e.g regard-
ing wind turbine blades, power grid lines, aircrafts,
boats and cars. The accumulation arise when humid air
or water droplets start to freeze upon impact on a cold
surface.

It has been shown that the freezing time is depen-
dent on contact angle [1]. Influence of the internal flow
on the freezing time and contact angle was however
not investigated in the study. Previous results [2] in-
dicated that the internal flow in a freezing water droplet
starts with an upward movement in the center and then
switches to a downwards movement after a certain time.
In the experiments presented here, the time until direc-
tional change have been investigated for two tempera-
tures of the substrate plate and five contact angles.

In the experiments, dionized water droplets are used
and the droplets are seeded by fluorescent particles. A
laser sheet is guided through the center of the droplet
to create an illuminated plane perpendicular to a cam-
era. The internal flow is then investigated by using par-
ticle image velocimetry (PIV) to get the velocity field
inside the droplets. To generate a specific contact angle,
a plate with a groove that is filled with ice is used. It is
assumed the heat transfer at the bottom of the droplet
is similar for all the plates since the inner cylinder has
the same diameter. The groove radius then differs be-
tween the plates to get a variation in contact angle. A
larger groove radius will generate a flatter droplet which
leads to a smaller contact angle. Two surface tempera-
tures are used; -8 and -12 degrees Celsius. In Figure 1,
it can be seen that the total freezing time is dependent
on the contact angle i.e., in line with [1], and also a de-
pendence on the surface temperature is displayed on the
surface temperature.

An experiment were deemed valid if the surface ra-
dius of the droplet was within 2% of the groove radius.
A total of 60 experiments was within this limit, dis-
tributed between the five plates and two temperatures.
Due to the contact angle criteria, there were more valid
experiments for -8 degrees Celsius than for -12 degrees
Celsius. At -12 degrees Celsius, there was no valid data
for plate A and only one valid run for plate B.

The turn times retrieved from the experimental re-
sults are displayed in Figure 2, where it can be seen
that the time until the directional change increase with
increasing contact angle. The results further show that
the turn time is less dependent on the temperature since
the time until the directional change is in average simi-

lar for both -8 and -12 degrees Celsius. With the results
the knowledge of the internal flow in freezing droplets
is increased, and the experiments also provide valida-
tion data for future numerical investigations.

Figure 1: The dependence of freezing time on contact angle
for both -8 and -12 degree Celsius.

Figure 2: Time of directional change as a function of contact
angle.
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